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A paradigm for controllable QoS-based medium access control
in local and ad hoc wireless networks†
TIANTONG YOU*, HOSSAM HASSANEIN and CHI-HSIANG YEH
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ont., Canada K7L 3N6
The carrier sense multiple access/ID countdown (CSMA/IC) is an emerging MAC protocol designed for
multi-hop ad hoc wireless networks that differs from CSMA/CA. In this paper, we propose two
techniques supporting differentiated service for different priority packets for CSMA/IC, differentiated
fair ID countdown (DFIC) and controllable fair ID countdown (CFIC). DFIC supports absolute service
differentiation among classes through the use of an explicit priority segment, while CFIC achieves
prioritized access through assigning different waiting times for nodes to access the medium. Both of
DFIC and CFIC can achieve fairness among nodes of same priority group. CFIC also achieves
controllable relative throughout differentiation among different priority levels and can guarantee
starvation-free access for all nodes.
Keywords: Wireless ad hoc networks; Medium access control; Fairness; QoS; Differentiated services

1. Introduction
A wireless ad-hoc network is one that forms on the fly with portable devices. Medium access
control (MAC) schemes are used to coordinate the access to the shared medium in the
network. Recently, considerable research has been made on local wireless MAC protocols.
The IEEE 802.11 protocol [1], which defines the MAC and physical layer standards for the
license-free industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) bands [2], is the most popular MAC
technique for wireless LANs. It consists of the distributed coordination function (DCF) and
the point coordination function (PCF), with DCF being the more commonly deployed
function. DCF is based on carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA), and attempts to solve the “hidden terminal problem” [3] based on its optional
request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) dialogue (virtual sense mechanism). To
counter concurrent transmissions from neighboring nodes, the IEEE 802.11 defines three
different lengths of inter-frame spaces (IFS)—(DIFS, PIFS, SIFS) and extension time slots
for use between the transmission of consecutive packets. Since the number of the extension
time slots is created randomly, it is possible for more than one MT to complete their medium
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sensing and send the data at the same time. This concurrent data transmission may lead to
collision. In a multi-hop wireless ad-hoc network, the RTS – CTS dialogue can alleviate the
consequences of the “hidden terminal” problem. However, this is made at the expense of
signaling overhead.
The CSMA/IC [4] is a new MAC protocol that greatly decreases the collision probability in
wireless multi-hops ad hoc networks by mitigating both the “hidden terminal” and concurrent
transmissions problems. Compared to the DCF of CSMA/CA, CSMA/IC improves the
network’s performance by decreasing the average delay of packet transmission and dropping
discard ratio. As it is based on the binary countdown technique, its inability to achieve fairness
is among the most significant shortcomings of the scheme. In this paper, we propose a simple
mechanism called the differentiated fair ID countdown (DFIC), which supports absolute
service differentiation among classes through the use of an explicit priority segment and yet
effectively solves the fairness problem among the same priority packets in multi-hop wireless
ad-hoc networks. Since higher priority packets have absolute priority to access the medium
over lower priority packets, when the traffic load of higher priority packets is heavy, low
priority packets may suffer starvation. To support the QoS to different priority packets and yet
maintain fairness among classes, we propose controllable fair ID countdown (CFIC), which
achieves controllable relative throughout differentiation among different priority levels and
can guarantee starvation-free access for all nodes belonging to different priority levels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we give an overview
on the CSMA/IC protocol. We then introduce the DFIC and CFIC algorithms in section 3.
Some properties of DFIC and CFIC are presented in section 4. A performance evaluation of
the proposed protocols is presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
2. CSMA/IC protocol
2.1 Basic mechanism for CSMA/IC
As shown in figure 1, instead of continually sensing the media silently until sending the
packet in CSMA/CA, CSMA/IC [4] sends the so called “buzz signal” during the time slot
unit in order to lead other sensing nodes out of competition. Whether to send the buzz signal
or sense the media silently in one specific time slot is decided by the pattern of competition
ID codes the node owns for medium access. For example, the three-digit ID “010” means
sensing silently in the first slot, buzzing in the second slot and sensing silently again in the
third slot. If the node is in the time slot of medium sensing, and senses a buzzing signal, it
quits the competition process. In CSMA/IC, if two nodes use different IDs to compete for
medium access, then starting from the first time slot to the last time slot there must be a
certain time slot in which one node sends the buzz (“1” bit) signal while the other node senses
(“0” bit) the medium. This will let the latter quit. Hence, the ID uniqueness in CSMA/IC will
guarantee the uniqueness of the winner if all the nodes begin processing the competition at

Figure 1. The slots preceding the data transmission in CSMA/CA and CSMA/IC.
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Figure 2. Time format in the CSMA/IC with variable data size.

the same time (i.e. synchronization is required) and the number of time slots between start of
competition and actual data transmission is identical.
Figure 2 shows the time format of CSMA/IC in a variable-data-size system. The time
period is formatted through mutual agreement into equal length super-frames. The MTs can
periodically begin competition processing at the start point of the super-frame. The size of
common data is varied and normally larger than a super-frame. To avoid collisions, each
super-frame begins with a time slot called the “media sensing slot”. Only when the medium
is sensed idle during the “media sensing slot” will the rest of competition processing be
continued—otherwise, the node will quit the current competition and resume at the next
super-frame.
The second slot (which is called Sync-beacon (SB) slot) is dedicated for the synchronization
purpose. Every MTwill occasionally send a SB signal in the SB slot. The surrounding MTs will
adjust their sync-clock when they hear the SB signal. If an MT hears two or more asynchronous
SB signals, most likely from nodes hidden from each other, it will send the SB signal in the next
super-frame’s SB after sensing the idle medium during the first sensing slot according to the
first SB signal previously heard to adjust the hidden terminals’ sync-clock.
Following the “SB slot” is the formal ID countdown period, consisting of a priority
segment and an ID segment. At each of the slots in this period, the node either sends a “buzz
signal” or senses the medium.
CSMA/IC solves the “hidden terminal” problem without the RTS –CTS dialogue by
blocking an enlarged area. This is called the preventing range, and has a radius of at least
twice the radius of the communication range. As figure 3 shows, the solid circles indicate the
maximum transmission range of nodes “A” and “B”; the nodes outside this range or on
the edge of this range cannot receive the data clearly. The collision radius is supposed to be

Figure 3. The transmission range and preventing range.
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the same as the transmission radius. The dashed circles indicate the prevented areas of
correspondent nodes.
An enlarged preventing range could be achieved by simply setting the noise signal
threshold lower to make the sensing range match the preventing range. The nodes inside the
sensing radius but outside the transmission radius can sense (not hear) the “buzz signal” or
data transmission signal of the sender and accordingly suppress transmission and avoid
collision. This approach is similar to the one in [5]. An optional method would be enlarging
the transmission range of the “buzz signal” to match the preventing range. To avoid
collisions, the stronger “buzz signal” must be sent in a channel different from the one used for
data transmission (using TDMA or FDMA).
2.2 Fairness and priority issues in CSMA/IC
In the CSMA/IC protocol, once the ID assignment is done, the ID is static for relatively long
periods. Nodes with higher IDs always beat those with lower IDs. When the network traffic
load approaches the saturation level, the lower ID nodes will suffer starvation.
A traditional mechanism to achieve fairness in binary countdown MAC protocols in wired
networks is using ID circulation. That is, the winner will change its ID to 0 while all other
nodes with lower ID increase their IDs by 1. This algorithm works well for the static wired
LANs but does not work for mobile wireless ad-hoc networks, especially in the multi-hop
environment. This is because the lower ID nodes which may be located in “hidden positions”
of the winner cannot sense the winner and may remain their ID unchanged, leading to
duplicated IDs.
The priority segment is in front of the ID segment, higher priority packet will be assigned a
higher value for their priority segment that will guarantee the higher priority packets (no
matter whether the value the ID segment is high or low) have absolute power compared to the
lower priority packets. So, in the medium competition, the lower priority packets have to wait
until all the higher priority packets in the networks have successfully been sent.
We show that the unfairness of same priority packets among different ID nodes is
alleviated in our proposed DFIC protocol. DFIC, however, uses strict priority, where higherpriority packets have absolute medium access rights over lower-priority packets. So, low
priority packets may suffer starvation when the traffic load of higher priority packets is
heavy. To prevent low priority packets from suffering starvation, we further propose a new
paradigm to support differentiated service—CFIC, which achieves controllable relative
throughout differentiation among different priority levels. Both DFIC and CFIC will be
discussed next.

3. Proposed differentiated & fair medium access schemes
3.1 Differentiated fair ID countdown
The basic idea of DFIC is inserting one bit, called the fairness bit, between the priority
segment and ID segment. Figure 4 shows the time format of DFIC. The DFIC supports
service differentiation by giving different priority packets different values in the priority
segment. K slots in the priority segment would provide 2k different priority levels. Higher
priority packets are assigned the corresponding higher digit values in the priority segment.
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Figure 4. Time format of DFIC—a fairness slot is between ID segment and priority segment.

Because the priority segment is ahead of fairness slot and ID segment, all the medium
contenders with lower priority packets will be pushed out in this field. So, after processing
the priority segment, the medium competition will actually be restricted among the nodes
with the current highest priority packets. The higher priority packets always beat the lower
priority packets. In DFIC, the highest value in the priority segment is reserved for network
control or maintenance packets, which are normally light, but timely.
The fairness bit is processed before the bits in the ID segment. So, once the fairness bit is
set to “1”, the node can beat the node with the highest ID value, hence, it is used to achieve
fairness among nodes with same priority level. Two situations can cause a node to set its
fairness bit in DFIC. That is, either detecting an “unfair situation” or being beaten by same
priority packets for enough times to exceed some threshold value. An “unfair situation” is
recognized by the node if it was beaten by a same priority node with higher ID whose fairness
bit is also clear. It is simple for a node to realize this “unfair situation”. Once a node begins
processing bit patterns in the ID segment, the only reason for a node to lose the competition is
if its lower ID value than one or more other competitors.
Figure 5 shows an example of how the fairness bit can actually provide fairness to all
nodes with a same packet-priority. In this example, there are eight nodes, with IDs from 000
to 111, all located in the same preventing range of each other and all the terminals are under
saturated traffic load. The fairness bit is the first bit of the four bits and is initialized to “0”.
In the first round of competition, the node with ID 7 wins the medium with all other nodes
pushed out at sometime while processing the ID segment. In the second round of
competition, the node with ID 7 quits at the first slot-fairness bit slot, and does not even begin

Figure 5. Example of fairness bit operation (the filled cell wins the round; the first bit is fairness bit).
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processing the ID segment. Accordingly, node “7” will maintain the fairness bit equal to “0”.
All other seven nodes keep on competing during the ID segment processing. Node with ID 6
wins the medium and changes the fairness bit back to “0” to give the nodes with lower ID
values for a chance during the next round. Therefore, from the third to eighth round, nodes
with ID “5” to “0” win the medium, respectively, while all higher ID nodes keep their
fairness bit “0”. In the ninth round, the state of all nodes’ fairness bits goes back to exactly the
same as the first round, and the process repeats itself.
In the single hop environment, the upper bound for a node to be beaten by other same priority
packets is the total number of surrounding nodes in its preventing range. Indeed, when a node i
joins the competition, there may exist other Nl number of nodes whose ID value is lower than i
and Nh other nodes whose ID value is higher than i competing for the medium. Any of these can
only beat node i at most once. For the lower ID nodes, once they win the medium, their fairness
bit will be cleared and yield their advantage to node i. There is no way for them to reset the
fairness bit before node i wins the medium. Once a node with higher ID value wins the medium,
the new joining node i will set its fairness bit that will beat all the nodes with a cleared fairness
bit. Higher ID nodes keep their fairness bits clear after they win the medium.
Note that a node does not set its fairness bit if there are one or more nodes with fairness bit
setting to “1” in its preventing range. In the multi-hop environment, this may create
unfairness to nodes located in the overlap area of two separated preventing ranges because
they must wait till all nodes in both ranges reset their fairness bit. Note that if one node resets
its fairness bit in one range, more nodes may have already set their fairness bit in the other
range. To prevent a node from being continuously beaten by the same priority packets, we
require nodes to maintain and compare two variable parameters, lose_count and
setting_threshold. The lose_count is used to record the loss history of the node by other
same priority packets. It is initialized to “0” and is incremented when the node loses a
competition for another same priority packet. The value of setting_threshold is a network
status parameter that is relative to the node’s surrounding active nodal density. The
setting_threshold is initially set to a value that is equal or higher than the total number of
nodes in a surrounding preventing range where the nodal density is the highest. Once the
value of lose_count exceeds that of the setting_threshold, the node will also set its fairness
bit. Such a threshold imposes an upper bound for the node to be beaten by other same-priority
packets before medium access in multi-hop environments of: setting_threshold þ total
number of nodes in the node’s preventing range.
Note that in multi-hop environments, some nodes may suffer reduced throughput because of
their relative locations and their surrounding nodes competition states. However, when a node
is beaten by a same-priority packet for a number of times exceeding the setting_threshold, its
fairness bit is set. Once the node’s fairness bit is set, it is impossible for node i to be beaten by
the same node with same packet priority more than once. This is because the fairness-bit of the
winner will be cleared for a time equal to setting_threshold if there is a node (like node i) whose
fairness bit is set, that is, enough to all the nodes with fairness-bit setting (include node i) to
win the medium once. So, the upper bound for a node to access the medium in multi-hop
environment is: setting_threshold þ total number of nodes in the node’s preventing range.
Figure 6 shows how the algorithm maintains the fairness bit within DFIC. In the algorithm,
the fairness bit is initially cleared when the node begins to join the competition. Nodes start the
competition by sensing the medium at each start point of super-frame. When the medium is
sensed idle in the first slot, the node sends a SB based on certain rate and begins processing
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Figure 6. Fairness bit maintain algorithm for DFIC.

the bits in priority segment. If there are no higher priority packets competing for the medium,
the node will survive through the priority slots and will begin processing the fairness bit.
If the node is pushed out in fairness slot, its lose_count will be incremented to record lost
competition to a same priority packet. If a node is not pushed out by other nodes whose fairness
bits are set to “1”, the node begins to process the bits in its ID segment. Once a node reaches the
stage of processing its ID segment, it either clears or keeps its fairness bit to “0” if it can persist
to the end or sets its fairness bit in case of losing the competition. At the end of each round of
competition, the node will compare the value of lose_count with setting_threshold.
When setting_threshold is set to the total number of nodes in a surrounding preventing range
where the nodal density is the highest, the starvation problem is alleviated for the nodes in the
overlapping area. However, this is still unfair for such nodes because the actual number of
surrounding competing nodes may be much smaller than the total number of surrounding
nodes. It is not easy for a node to predict the exact number of currently competing surrounding
nodes in the multi-hop environment of ad hoc networks. To improve the fairness effect, we
propose a simple algorithm to maintain the value of setting_threshold dynamically to match
actual active nodal density of its preventing range. In this setting_threshold maintaining
algorithm, each node will maintain another parameter—lose_count_after_setting, which is
used to record the competition loss history of the node by other same priority packets after its
fairness bit being set. The value of setting_threshold is gradually decremented after each
competition round. When the value of lose_count_after_setting exceeds the value of its
setting_threshold, the node will reset its setting_threshold with a value higher than the
lose_count_after-setting. The node will broadcast the new setting_threshold value to all
the surrounding nodes through a control packet using the reserved highest priority value of the
priority segment immediately. The surround nodes will then reset their setting_threshold if
they find that the value of the new setting-threshold is higher than their currently maintained
setting_threshold value. Notice that in the DFIC the number of concurrent contenders of the
higher priority packets is normally different from that of lower priority packets if the data
arriving rates for different priority packets are the same. Because the lower priority packets are
blocked by the higher priority packets and once all the higher priority packets are gone, many
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more of the same lower priority nodes may compete for the medium concurrently. So, in DFIC,
each priority level has its own setting_threshold. The decrement rate of the setting_threshold
varies for different priority packets that match the differentiated access to the medium.
The schemes require a relatively limited number of the control packets to correct the value of
setting_threshold to a balanced point, which reflects the nodal density of active medium
competitors of the same priority.
Note that in DFIC, lower priority packets (which have lower value for the priority
segment) are always beaten by the higher priority packet without changing the fairness bit.
Only the losing nodes, which have the same packet’s priority as the winner will be in a state
to process the fairness bit and ID segment bits and, hence may change their fairness bit. So,
DFIC still guarantees the advantage of high priority packet in the competition while
maintaining competition fairness among same priority packets. However, when a node is
beaten by a surrounding node with a higher priority packet, it never increases the value of its
lose_count. So a node can be continuously beaten by nodes with higher priority packets and
never sets its fairness bit or modifies its setting_threshold. When the traffic load for the higher
priority packet is heavy, the sending of the lower priority packet will be totally blocked.
To prevent the lower priority packet from suffering starvation and further achieve a
minimum QoS guarantee of relatively lower priority packets, we propose CFIC MAC
protocol that supports differentiated QoS for all packets with different priority, without
leading to starvation.
3.2 Controllable fair ID countdown
In CFIC, the whole priority segment, which may consist of several slots, is replaced by a
single priority slot. Figure 7 shows the timing and frame format for CFIC, where the fairness
bit is after the priority bit but in front of ID segment. CFIC attempts to achieve differentiated
service by assigning different priority packet different back-off waiting times to gain the
medium access advantage (by setting the priority bit). Under the CFIC protocol, low priority
packets may only suffer longer waiting times, but do not suffer starvation.
Fairness bit maintenance in CFIC is exactly the same as DFIC. Although there is only a
single priority bit in CFIC, several priority levels may be defined and supported (in theory,
there is no upper bound of priority levels for the CFIC). If there are totally k different priority
levels (with small value mean higher priority), each node will maintain a series of k different
parameter called waiting threshold (WTs)—{WT1, WT2, . . . WTk} for each priority level of

Figure 7. CFIC frame format—replace the entire priority segment with a priority bit.
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packets. Whether to set the priority bit or not strictly depends on whether the waiting time Ti
(counted from the time this priority i packet becomes the first packet in the buffer) exceeds
the corresponding WTi. Once Ti . WTi, the priority bit will be set. There are a number of
ways to define the length of WTi for the priority i packet.
To control the extent of differentiation effect in CFIC, three controllable components—(1)
waiting function, (2) equation coefficient and (3) waiting unit need to be maintained and
controlled by every node.
Waiting unit (u): the waiting unit is a system parameter variable that describes the duration
of time, which is the basic unit to compose the WT of any priority packets.
Waiting function—Ec( p): The waiting function describes the relationship between WTp and
priority level p based on u and thus describes the differentiated pattern of different priority
packets. A number of functions describing the different waiting threshold for different priority
level can be used to control packet waiting. For instance, (1) WTp ¼ cp*u where Ec( p) ¼ c p,
(2) WTp ¼ c p*u where Ec( p) ¼ c p, (3) {WT1 ¼ x1*u, WT2 ¼ x2*u . . . WTk ¼ xk*u}
where Ec( p) ¼ xp and xp is constant parameter}, etc. In any case, the function must ensure that
if i and j are priority levels with i higher then j, then WTi , WTj on average.
Waiting coefficient (c): This is also a system parameter variable that describes the different
level of differentiated service for different priority packets in the same pattern—waiting function.
The following example illustrates how the three components decide the actual throughput
distribution of different priority packets under saturated traffic loading. If there are four
different priority levels p ¼ 1 , 4, and the waiting equation is: T( p) ¼ p*u, then waiting time
before the priority bit setting for the four priority levels are u, 2u, 3u and 4u, respectively. This
means that the packets with the priority bit being set arriving rate for the four different
priorities are 1/u, 1/2u, 1/3u and 1/4u, respectively. In the saturated situation, these arriving
rates are fixed. So, in 12u units of time, it must have 12 first priority level packets, 6 second
priority level packets, 4 third priority level packets and 3 fourth priority level packets with their
priority bits being set arriving. If the waiting unit u is setting to the exact value uoptimal that
make arriving of packets with priority bit being set equal to the network capacity of packet
sending, then CFIC can achieve relative throughput differentiation among the 4 classes that fits
the throughput distribution of (1/p)/(1 þ 1/ 2 þ 1/ 3 þ 1/ 4) for the packets of priority p.
On the other hand, an improper value of u may cause the CFIC protocol to lose the
differentiated function. If u is set to a value higher than the uoptimal, then some rounds of
data sending will be occupied by packets with clear priority bits. This kind of data sending
has no differentiated effect in CFIC. If the proportion of this kind of data sending
is R, then the combined throughput distribution for the priority level p is:
[(1/p)/(1 þ 1/2 þ 1/3 þ 1/4)]*(1 2 R) þ (1/p)*R. On the other hand, if u is set to a value
less than the uoptimal, then the total arriving rate of the packets with priority bit being set exceed
the network capacity. In this case, the actual arriving rates of some priority level packets with
priority bit being set are deviated from the theoretical value. Because CFIC protocol
guarantees the fairness between all nodes with same priority bit status, this kind of deviation
first happens in the priority level whose theoretical arriving rate of packets with the priority bit
being set is the highest. Figure 8 shows the relationship of theoretical priority bit set packets’
arriving rate to the actual arriving rate where the actual arriving rate is the rate underneath the
“actual arriving line” while the sum of them are the network capacity. When u decreases,
the “actual arrival line” is pushed down; the actual arrival rate of packets whose priority bits are
set will deviate more.
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Figure 8. Controlling packet transmission rates.

The Ec( p) and equation coefficient are used to achieve the ultimate throughput distribution
of different priority packets in saturated traffic load conditions, while the waiting unit gives
the extension to this ultimate point. So, given the some waiting function (E) and equation
coefficient (c), the ultimate throughput distribution for priority level, p level packets out of
P
total priority levels k is: Ec ðpÞ= ki¼1 Ec ðiÞ CFIC then makes it possible to achieve relative
throughput differentiation. The proper setting of the value of u to or close to uoptimal is the key
step to achieve this relative throughput differentiation. If a node knows all the necessary
network status around it, the uoptimal may be predicted. However, in multi-hop ad hoc
networks, the networks status is highly variable. In the following, we propose a simple
heuristic algorithm for setting the value of u.
Note that when u . uoptimal, some node with cleared priority bit may win. On the other hand,
when u , uoptimal, the waiting time to medium access after the priority bit being set tends to be
longer than normal. So, setting the u a value close to uoptimal could be achieved by detecting and
preventing the appearance of a winner with clear priority bit. If a node with clear priority bit is
not pushed out in the priority slot, it will decrease its u by a factor until u reaches the minimum
threshold value and the new value of u will be broadcasted to the surrounding nodes to get some
unification of u. If a surrounding node finds that the value of u received is less than its own u, the
value its u will be reset to the one received. The value of u in every node will be increased
automatically and until the appearance of a clear priority bit winner. With this algorithm, when
the traffic load is heavy, u will be set to a value close to uoptimal. In CFIC, with dynamically
changing any one of waiting function, waiting coefficient or waiting unit, we can achieve
desired throughput distribution amongst the different priority packets. Figure 9 shows the
algorithm of priority bit maintenance. The algorithm requires recording the packet arrival time
(the time this packet becomes the first one in the buffer), and compares the current time to the
recorded packet arrival time at the start of each round of competition to check whether the time
duration is higher than the WTp, and if it is, set the priority bit.
When the traffic load is light, the network capacity is enough for all the priority packets.
The throughput distribution for different priority packets tends to be the same. However, our
CFIC protocol can also be used to achieve some effect of relative delay differentiation among
different priority packets. In this case, uoptimal may be a value smaller than the length of a
super-frame. As a result of Ec(p)*u may also be required to be a value smaller than the
super-frame. If two packets with different priority levels arrive during a super-frame, the
waiting time is the duration of the packet arriving time to the time of the next start point of
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Figure 9. Priority bit maintenance algorithm for CFIC.

super-frame, and then the higher priority packets have higher probability to set their priority
bit at the next super-frame. So, the higher priority packets would have shorter delay.
Note that using the proper value of u can control the number of concurrent competitors.
Since for each node, the next packet to set its priority bit must wait for a fixed time interval
after the current packet is sent out successfully, and the number of simultaneous packets
sending is limited, this will limit the number of packets whose priority bits are currently set.
So, CFIC should then achieve the desired flow control.
4. Protocol properties
In [6], we have shown and proofed the collision-free property of CSMA/IC. In this section,
we show some properties of CSMA/IC, which support service differentiation.
Proposition 1. With the proposed DFIC protocol, the low priority nodes always give
medium access rights to the higher priority nodes in single-hop environments.
Proof. Under DFIC, packet’s priorities are encoded with different binary digits in the
priority segment, which is before the fairness bit and ID segment. K slots in the priority
segment represent 2K different priority level. Any two different priority levels must have at
least one bit difference in their bits pattern of priority segment, while the bits pattern for
the same priority levels are exactly the same. The first different bit between any two
different priority levels is defined as the bit the two different bits pattern first show
the different value counted from the most significant bit where the higher priority level
has the value “1” while the lower priority has the value “0”. For example, in figure 10,

Figure 10. Different priority levels are expressed as different binary digit pattern in DFIC.
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the first different bit between priority 5 and 3 is the first digit of the three digits binary
number, while the first different bit between priority 3 and 1 is the second digit. According to
the basic synchronization mechanism of CSMA/IC [6], the “buzz” signals from the high
priority node will fall inside the corresponding “sensing slot” of low priority node when
processing the first different bit of their priority segment. Thus, the lower priority node must
be pushed out when processing the first different bit. In the single-hop environment, all the
lower priority levels will face the same highest priority level and being pushed out at their
first different bit compare to the currently active highest priority level.
Note that in multi-hop environment, when a low priority node competes for the medium
with a high priority node, it is possible that the high priority node may be pushed out by an
even higher priority node, which is hidden from the low priority node before the first different
bit is reached. Thus, the low priority node may concurrently share the medium with the
hidden highest priority node.
For the same reason, the following Propositions 2 and 3 below only hold for single-hop
environments.

Figure 11. Standard deviation of delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of CSMA/IC, DFIC (Priority 1).
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Figure 12. Standard deviation of delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of CSMA/IC, DFIC (Priority 2).

Proposition 2. Among the same currently highest priority nodes, the nodes whose fairness
bit are set always get medium access right over the nodes with clear fairness bit.
Proposition 3. Among the same currently highest priority level and same fairness bit status,
the higher competition ID node always beat the lower competition ID node.
Proposition 4. With the proposed DFIC protocol, packet transmission among same priority
nodes is round robin.
Proof. For a certain priority level, we virtually slice the time to variable length periods. The
period starts and ends at the round of medium competition where there is no higher priority
level node participation and all the fairness bits of the same priority nodes are clear. The first
round of competition in a period is won by the node that owns the highest ID according to
Proposition 3 and all the other nodes participating in this first round of medium competition
set their fairness bits of the corresponding priority level according to the proposed fairness bit
mechanism. In the following rounds of competition, after completing all the data
transmission of higher priority nodes, the node that has the highest ID value among
the nodes with the fairness bit being set will win the medium and clear its fairness bit.
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Figure 13. Standard deviation of delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of CSMA/IC, DFIC (Priority 3).

Thus, the sequence for one packet transmission among the first round of medium competitors
of the period is made according to their ID in a round robin fashion. All packets that arrive
during the period have to wait for the next or later period.
Proposition 5. With CFIC, the higher priority packet may not always beat the low priority
node in a specific medium competition.
Proof. According to the proposed CFIC protocol, there is only one higher priority medium
access mode preceding the normal medium access mode. The multiple priority levels are
gained by differentiating the differed time to switch from the low medium access mode to the
high medium access mode. After some (possibly lengthy) defer time, a low priority node will
switch the medium access mode to a higher medium access mode by setting the priority bit
while the shorter waiting higher priority node may still remain in the low medium access
mode. According to Proposition 1, low medium access mode always gives medium access
right to the higher priority medium access mode. Thus, the low priority node will, in this
case, beat the high priority node.
Proposition 6. Under DFIC, there is no upper bound of access delay for the lower priority
packets.
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Figure 14. Standard deviation of delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of CSMA/IC, DFIC (Priority 4).

Proof. According to Proposition 1, lower priority packets have to give medium access rights
to higher priority packets until all the higher priority packets finish. In a saturated situation,
where there is always some higher priority nodes, the access delay for the low priority
packets may be infinitely increased.
Proposition 7. CFIC guarantees an upper bound of access delay for any priority level
packet.
Proof. According to the proposed CFIC protocol, the node with an arbitrary priority j will set
its priority bit when its access delay reaches time Ec(j)*u. The value of u is close to the
uoptimal, which could be calculated as:
k
X
p¼1

k
X
Ap
1
Ap
¼  ) uoptimal ¼ X
Ec ðpÞ £ uoptimal X
E
c ðpÞ
p¼1

where Ap is the number of active nodes with priority level p and X is the average time
duration for successfully transmitting a packet.
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Figure 15. The nodal throughput under saturated traffic load conditions (for the same randomly created nodal
location and mobility pattern).

We know that an upper bound for the Ap is m, the number of nodes in the system. So, an
upper bound for the uoptimal is:
mX

k
X
p¼1

1
:
Ec ðpÞ

Thus, the access delay before the priority bit being set is bounded by
Ec ðjÞmX

k
X
p¼1

1
Ec ðpÞ
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Figure 16. Aggregate delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of CSMA/IC.

According to the fairness bit mechanism, with the same medium access priority mode, the
packet could not be beaten by a same node twice. Because the number of nodes in the system
is limited, the extra access delay after the priority bit being set is also bounded. So the access
delay for packets of any priority level is bounded.

5. Performance evaluation
In this section, we study the performance of DFIC and CFIC in multi-hop environment using
simulation. We compare fairness performance of the schemes to the original CSMA/IC. We
also study the differentiation effect of CFIC for different waiting functions and equation
coefficient. For each experiment, we measure (a) the individual (nodal) data throughput, i.e.
the number of data packets sent successfully (ACK received) for that node per second, (b) the
individual blocking rate that is the rate of packets which have been discarded on arriving when
the nodal packets buffer is full and (c) transmission delay, which is measured from the time
when the packet is created until the time the MT receives an ACK from the destination MT
of this sent packet. We calculate the Standard Deviation of the throughput, blocking rate
and packet delay among all the nodes, which are three main performance metrics in our
numerical analysis.
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Figure 17. Aggregate delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of DFIC.

A packet-level simulator was developed using Java programming language in order to
monitor, observe and measure the performance of our protocol, while applying different
input parameters.
5.1 Experimental setting
In our simulation experiments, the channel capacity is set to 54 Mbps. All the MTs are assumed
to be within a 300 £ 500-unit grid and the transmission radius of the packet is 100 units with
the sensing factor set to 2.1. The multiplication of transmission radius and sensing factor is
equal to the preventing radius. The length of a competition slot is 9 ms that match the length of
one slot in the 802.11 standard. The length of the data packets is set to 2000 octets, while the
control packet length is set to 30 octets. Each priority queue can store at most 10 packets.
Each experiment tests the behavior of the system for a given number of nodes (60)
for 60 s. The simulations consist of two stages: the network initiation stage and the
testing stage. During the network initiation stage, the MTs are created one at a time.
When an MT is generated, it attempts to recognize its neighborhood through the “hello”
messages communicated. After all specified MTs have been created for a certain time
when the network status has reached the relatively stable situation, the simulation then
goes into the testing stage where data is collected.
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Figure 18. Aggregate delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of FDIC with equation: x(1 þ p).

During simulation, every MT is in one of two mobility states: moving or pausing. When in
the moving state, the MT moves towards its target location determined in the last pause period,
with a specific randomly created moving speed. When the MT reaches its target location, it
pauses for some random time. During the pause period, it will determine the next target location
and its moving speed. The results shown in this paper represent mean results of 12 independent
experiments, with 90% confidence level and 10% confidence intervals. For a fair comparison,
the randomly created network topologies (initial nodal locations and mobility patterns) were set
to be the same, when comparing the different protocols under the same experimental setting.
For each experiment, we test the network behavior for different schemes in the 5, 10, 20, 40, 80,
120, 160,200, 240, 280, 320 and 360 units/s data arrival rate (l), respectively.
5.2 Numerical results
It is clear that DFIC and CFIC protocols should achieve at least the same throughput as
CSMA/IC. Our results show that under normal traffic loading and heavy traffic loading, all
three protocols have the same aggregate network throughput.
Figures 11– 14 show the standard deviation of packets (with priority levels 1 – 4) blocking
rate, throughput and delay, among all 60 nodes for different packet arrival rates. When the
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Figure 19. Aggregate delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of FDIC with equation: x(1 þ 2p).

packets arrival rate is low, the difference among nodes is trivial (under 1% when average data
arrival rate for every node is smaller than 40 packets/s). However, with the increase of l, the
network traffic load passes over a critical point, and the deviation of all the three measure
metrics increases sharply. However, the deviations of blocking rate, throughput and delay for
the proposed DFIC are much smaller than the original CSMA/IC protocol for all the four
priority levels packets. For the criteria comparison of original CSMA/IC and DFIC of lower
priorities, the higher data arrival rate points have been deleted from the figure, because the
value have tended to certain random value, because almost all lower priority packets have
been blocked by the higher priority packets, and the remaining few packets’ sending could
not reflect the tendency of criteria.
Figure 15 shows the individual packet throughput of all 60 nodes under saturation
conditions. Note that this scenario can be representative of temporary traffic overloading.
To ensure a fair comparison, we use the same initial nodal positions and mobility patterns
when comparing the results of the different protocols. As shown in figure 9, with original
CSMA/IC, the lower ID node 3 which belong to the first priority level group has much lower
nodal throughput than the other higher ID nodes of same priority group while DFIC achieve
more fair medium access between the nodes of highest priority level group. With CFIC,
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Figure 20. Aggregate delay, blocking rate and networks throughput of FDIC with equation: x2p.

the fairness among the nodes of the same priority level is maintained and nodes with lower
priority level do not suffer the starvation.
Figures 16 and 17 show the delay, blocking rate, and network throughput for the 4 priority
groups for original CSMA/IC and DFIC, respectively. With the increase of data arrival rate,
the lower priority packets are blocked to an extremely low level till the throughput reach “0”.
This is not the case for CFIC. (Note that the low priority packets in CSMA/IC or DFIC
may suffer starvation and few or even zero packets could be sent during simulation. Hence,
the average delay of low priority packets in CSMA/IC or DFIC is much higher than CFIC.)
Figures 18– 20 show the delay, blocking rate, and network throughput for the 4 level priority
groups in CFIC using a waiting function of ( p*u), (2*p*u) and (u*2p), respectively. With the
increase of data arrival rate, the throughput of the four different priority level packets reach a
certain stable distribution. This throughput distribution of packets belonging to the four
different priority level is close to the theoretical distribution.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed two medium access control protocols supporting differentiated
services over wireless ad hoc networks, namely DFIC and CFIC. DFIC supports absolute
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service differentiation among classes through the use of an explicit priority segment, while
CFIC achieves prioritized access through assigning different waiting times for nodes to access
the medium. The proposed protocols achieve class-based fairness in multi-hop and/or variable
topology environments. Simulation results show that both DFIC and CFIC can provide
individual nodes of the same priority group with relatively fair medium access within the
CSMA/IC framework. CFIC also achieves controllable relative throughout differentiation
among different priority levels and can guarantee starvation-free access for all nodes.
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